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Hugo and Patrick Speak
 

Gabr Fellows in conversation with Congressman Darrell Issa (CA-48)  and Congresswoman Debbie Lesko (AZ-08).
November 2022 

It was an afternoon to remember. I
was invited by an old friend Joseph
Trimble to visit him in Innsbruck.
Innsbruck is the capital of Austria’s
western state of Tyrol. The city is
in the Alps. It was cold and I am not
a fan - not with my arthritis and
steel in my thigh. Nonetheless,
Innsbruck is beautiful and its
mixture of Imperial and modern
architecture blends beautifully. 

Whilst I am no skier and no AI
expert, I am fascinated by
technology and its increasing role
in our lives. So, when I received
Joseph’s invitation for a unique
afternoon with Mark Fedorov, the
famous computer scientist, I
accepted.  Fedorov, born in Russia,
American father, Russian mother,
lived in China for a long time and
now teaching privately and
undertaking research in the US
(Nevada), is a well-known AI
pioneer in many fields.   arrived
from Cairo to Innsbruck, checked
in the Penz Hotel and enjoyed a
shower, watching the Tyrolean
mountains from my window and
dressed as warmly as I could. I
proceeded to the lobby to meet my
car and driver that would take me
to Joseph’s office.

It was a pleasant surprise that a
blond woman in an attractive navy
pinstripe suit and long boots with a
coat on her shoulders approached
me with a big smile and extended
her hand to welcome me,
introducing herself as Isabella and
saying that she was here to take me
to Joseph.

We walked to the door and a car
with a chauffeur, Kurt, was waiting
and in a short 15-minute drive we
were at Joseph’s office. Joseph was
warm and welcoming in casual
clothes, a yellow pullover, a pair of
black jeans and black boots. Peering
from behind round eyeglasses,
Joseph took me to a large room
where chairs were set in a concave
fashion. There must have been 12
or 14 chairs facing two tables with
computers and two chairs facing
each other. There was no one in the
room except 3 technicians clearly
finalizing setting up and testing the
equipment. One of them was
speaking via a wireless to another
person or persons not in the room,
in German.  I could not make what
was being said. Joseph said we were
early and that the technicians were
Mark’s staff putting the final
touches on this pioneering
experiment.

Shortly, a gentleman that looked
like a copy of Tsar Nicholas II
walked in with imperial steps.
Sergey Andropov was out of
central casting, a lookalike to
Nikolai Alexandrovich Romanov,
the last Emperor of Russia who
ruled Russia from November 1894
to March 1917.
Sergey smiled as Joseph introduced
him noticing my surprise. The hair,
the moustache, the beard, the
ramrod bearing and firm
handshake. After some pleasentries  



I got to know that Sergey was a
Russian self-made entrepreneur, in
his late 70s, a computer science
expert living in St Petersburg and
traveling constantly to Austria.
Sergey and Joseph were old
friends. A few minutes later, four
people entered the room chatting
together. Joseph made
introductions. Antonio Lombardi, a
former Italian politician, dressed to
the hilt in a navy double-breasted
suit, a maroon tie and maroon
pocket handkerchief, followed by
Boris Markovic, a Serbian software
genius who lived in the US and
founded and sold four start-ups.
Boris was most probably in his
early 40s, dressed in jeans, sneakers
and a black turtleneck pullover
with a totally bald head and
disarming smile. 

Next after Boris was Caitlin
O’Callaghan, a tall Irish redhead
with strong cheekbones and a
sculpted nose. “Caitlin”, Joseph said
as he was introducing her, “was a
complete nerd rather than runway
model”, which I thought in my
mind she could easily be. I later
understood that Caitlin was
instrumental in her work with
Mark in programming. 

Finally, out of the four, the last was
Sir George Archibald, obviously
British and no introductions except
that he was in the defence business.
Archibald had a stern no-nonsense
attitude and rapidly slipped away
to talk to the technicians and
Sergey. 

Ten minutes later as Joseph was
explaining that all the people I met
had been working together for over
a year and that the program was
both complex and confidential, a
gentleman walked in and walked
straight to where Archibald was
standing. He looked Mediterranean
and Joseph took me to meet him. I
was wrong – he was from Qatar,
Jassim bin Abdul-Rahman Al
Thani. He was introduced as a
businessman. He was young and it
was understood later that Jassim or
rather Jerry as he was called by the
others was bankrolling this entire 

operation. As we all were standing
around, the technicians were
wrapping up and two people
walked in and Joseph stepped up to
greet them and introduce me. 

Jeffery Nash, an American with a
clear southern accent in a navy
blazer, dark grey trousers, and no
tie. Only a name introduction
followed by Oksana Babich, blond,
short, sharp and explained she is a
Ukrainian politician, but before she
was in politics she worked in
Canada with a global tech
consulting firm. 

It was clear all knew each other and
that I was the only outsider.
Strange, I thought, but it reminded
me of when I invited Joseph years
ago to a private meeting to mediate
a major controversial matter
involving two governments and
two companies. I knew everyone
and he came in cold. However,
there was never a better mediator,
negotiator, honest broker, or
conciliator than Joseph. 

The door opened again, and
Isabella came in with a high voice
but pleasant, asking all to take their
seats. The technicians were walking
out through a large double door in
the back of the room. The doors
had an interesting wood engraving
that looked like a crest, but I could
not determine the origin. We all
took our marked seats. On my left
was Joseph and on my right was
Caitlin. We were chatting and then
suddenly Mark Fedorov walked in
from behind the two double doors
with two young men. Mark in his
80’s looked young, lean and very
sharp with a high forehead and a
head of white hair brushed
backwards. 

Joseph got up and motioned to all
of us to remain seated. He shook
Mark's hand and they whispered
quietly for a couple of minutes,
then Joseph turned and said to the
group: “You all know Mark except
Shafik”. I raised my hand and Mark
waved back.  “Mark”, Joseph said,
“as you all know and have been
working with him for almost a
year, 

is working on a pioneering
program. For Shafik’s sake, let me
explain”. Joseph addressed me:
“Shafik, you know me as a
successful negotiator for over two
decades, however I have
experienced recently huge hurdles
in the world of negotiation and
mediation.”

Joseph took a deep breath and
continued, “In brief, given the
complexity, social media, fake
news, pace of change,
misinformation and deep
embedded ideologies sometimes
based on illogical and irrational
platforms, we have created this
group and decided to try a
different approach to mediation
and negotiation.”

Joseph stepped forward and said,
“This group for close to a year has
put the resources and time to build
a digital negotiating platform to
negotiate the non-negotiable and
since April 2022, we have focused
on the Ukraine – Russia war, the
facts, the implications and the
possible solutions.”

Joseph turned around and said,
“Mark, the floor is yours…,” and
Joseph walked to his seat and sat
down and crossed his leg and
whispered to me, “I hope to open
your eyes to a new world.” 

Mark stepped forward and pointed
to the two young men saying, “This
is Hugo from Sweden and Patrick
from South Africa”. He gestured
that they take their seats and they
both sat at the two tables facing
each other. Mark wore a gadget I
had got to try a few weeks earlier, a
Runner Bone Conduction Wireless
headphone. Hugo and Patrick also
wore the same and you could hear
Mark’s words from the speakers of
the desktop computers on the two
tables. 

Mark looked me straight in the
eyes and said, “The output that you
will hear is the result”, and he
waved with both arms to
encompass the group, “of the work
of all in the room.”
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He added, “We have inspected all
the data historically, empirically,
and factually of the Russian-
Ukraine conflict.” Moreover, he
said, this output includes the
analysis and opinions of over 3377
individuals from across the globe.
These individuals are present
politicians, past Presidents and
prime ministers, current leaders of
think tanks, business, psychology
experts, defense, and military
leaders both past and present,
foreign policy leaders from across
the world and representatives of
global institutions, in addition to
young activists.

“I can say,” Mark added, “that the
inputting was complicated and
wide-ranging, however it was
necessary. All major countries and
parties were represented in the
data input.” He continued,
explaining how complicated that
was, reflecting some who urged the
destruction of Putin and Russia to
others calling for carpet-bombing
Ukraine. In addition to others who
experienced different views of
negotiations, sanctions, escalation,
de-escalation, ceasefire, etc.

Mark, walking across the room
confidentially said, “With all this
data inputted correctly, checked
and double-checked, we let the two
computers negotiate. We, in
recognition of Hugo’s and Patrick’s
work, gave both computers the
names Hugo and Patrick.”

“Today and for the first time, we
will allow both Patrick and Hugo to
express what they think is a
workable solution to this war.” I
blurted: “Think.” Mark smiled…:
“Shafik, you may call it what you
may, but both computers
representing a huge array of views
have been in conversation for over
7 weeks after, all inputting was
completed. Now, on the occasion
of a year of war in Ukraine, here is
what they have to say.” 

    A ceasefire in place
   An exchange of prisoners.
    Humanitarian aid to enter the
areas of conflict.
   Russia to de-mine the
Ukrainian part of the Black Sea
and allow complete export of
Ukrainian grain. 
   US and EU to remove 6
selected sanctions by Russia. 
   EU to freeze Ukrainian entry
into the EU for 10 years.
   Russia agrees to withdraw to
24th February 2022 lines
provided Ukraine commits by
global treaty to not join NATO
and be totally neutral with no
Western armament, training or
intelligence and no Russian
political interference. 
  Russia and the US, Ukraine, EU
etc. accept the results of a
transparent, globally observed,
legally binding referendum in
the Donbas and Crimea. This is
to take place within 120 days
from the ceasefire. 

Mark pointed to Hugo and Patrick
and both computers in one deep
electronic voice said, “Good
afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, 
 here is the result of our mediation
and negotiation with all parties.
Most of the time was spent with the
American and Russian
representatives…the next tier of
focus was Ukraine and China…the
rest was the third tier.”

The voice was astonishing to me…
The two young men sitting at the
table were looking at the screens
watching the text as the speakers
blurted the words in a digital
fashion. 

The Patrick / Hugo computers
continued, “Based on the premise
that no party from tier one or two
have achieved their goals and
persistence will not achieve their
goals, the following steps can
achieve the best resolution:

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9. The US and NATO freeze
completely the expansion of NATO
and Russia commits to its legal
boundaries and the results of the
referendum.”

The computers went silent. I
thought it was over. I heard a
cough and a sigh. I did not know if
it was from the computers or a
person in the group, but I know I
was surprised. 

The computer's voice came back
and distinctly said, “If such a
resolution is not accepted by all
parties, we conclude there shall be
more deaths, escalation, injuries,
human devastation, political
grandstanding, immense
infrastructure damage and greater
global repercussions.”

The voice stopped again. I looked
around thinking it was over, then
the voice resumed “Do remember
now we are in March 2023 and on
19-21 May 2023 the G7 will meet in
Hiroshima, where on 9 August 1945
an atomic bomb was dropped
killing 146,000 human beings not
to mention the after-effects of
aftermath radiation and disease.”

Silence followed. It was a sombre
message.  Mark and Joseph got up
and we all followed…all were
speaking at the same time
discussing what we heard and
expressing opinions. My mind was
wandering. 

I thanked Joseph for this unique
experience as all were moving to a
private meeting to which I was not
invited. Isabella was taking me to
the hotel to later meet Joseph for
dinner. 

As I was in the car heading to the
hotel, I was thinking - will there be
a dawn after this darkness, or is
humanity stuck to repeat its
mistakes regardless of
consequences? 

Shafik Gabr 
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2018 Gabr Fellow Fabrice Guerrier’s company Syllble Studios
has launched Syllble Star Magazine, a publication that delves
into the boundless realms of science fiction and fantasy worlds.
With its inaugural issue release for May/June 2023, this
magazine promises to transport readers to extraordinary
universes brought to life by the collaborative efforts of talented
writers at Syllble.

Fabrice opens the first issue with a thought-provoking editorial
entitled “Can Storytelling Be Saved?” where he explores the
evolving landscape of storytelling.

To read the magazine,

2017 Gabr Fellow Dalia Younis spent a week in Aswan to document
an initiative of UNICEF Egypt: the first child-friendly space right
in the heart of Karkar bus station, offering psychosocial support to
displaced Sudanese children and their families after a long
arduous journey across the borders from Sudan to Egypt. 

To read more, 

4

2022 Gabr Fellow Alen Amini was recently promoted at Boston
Consulting Group (BCG). He will now lead engagements at the firm
primarily in the aerospace and defense sector.

Boston Consulting Group is an American global management
consulting firm founded in 1963 and headquartered in Boston,
Massachusetts.

 

FELLOWS NEWS AND UPDATES

FABRICE GUERRIER, 2018 FELLOW

DALIA YOUNIS, 2017 FELLOW

ALEN AMINI, 2022 FELLOW 

2022 Gabr Fellow Samer Kirolos, 2015 Gabr Fellow Bassma
Fahim and 2017 Gabr Fellow Ibrahim Hammouda were
invited by the Turkish Ambassador of Egypt, H.E. Salih
Mutlu Sen, to celebrate Eid al Adha at the Ambassador’s
residence.  

SAMER KIROLOS (2022 FELLOW),
BASSMA FAHIM (2015 FELLOW) AND
IBRAHIM HAMMOUDA (2017
FELLOW)
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https://syllble.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/The-Syllble-Star-Issue-1-May-2023.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/activity-7061626888720457728-mg3m?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_ios


2014 Gabr Fellow Nathan Thomas has accepted a new
position at the Clinton Global Initiative University (CGI U),
transitioning from his 11-year tenure in the Educational
Programs Department and the Clinton Center.

In his new remote role as the CGI U Deputy Director of
Impact and Design, Nathan will oversee the development and
execution of commitments made through the CGI University
platform. This includes facilitating curriculum design,
managing student evaluation processes, leading the CGI U
Commitment Mentor Program, and maintaining a portfolio
of student projects. 

To read more about Nathan’s new role,  

5

FELLOWS NEWS AND UPDATES

Future of Work: Industry 4.0,
Innovation and 21st Century
Skills

2022 Gabr Fellow Pascal Rathle
will travel to India in August as
part of the five-member
American youth delegation to the
Y20 – the official youth
engagement group of the G20
India Presidency.

The Y20 India Summit promises
to be a valuable opportunity for
the global youth to reflect on the
following priority areas and
suggest policy recommendations
for consultations with the G20
member states.

The delegates would be called to
address five main themes:

 

NATHAN THOMAS, 2014 FELLOW

PASCAL RATHLE, 2022 FELLOW

Peacebuilding and Reconciliation: Ushering in an Era of No War
Climate Change and Disaster Risk Reduction: Making Sustainability a
Way of Life
Shared Future: Youth in Democracy and Governance
Health, Wellbeing and Sports: Agenda for Youth
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https://nathanielthomasiii.blogspot.com/2023/06/embarking-on-new-journey-my-role-as-cgi.html


KATHLEEN HAGAN

FELLOWS NEWS AND UPDATES

6

2022 Gabr Fellow Luke Wenz was elected by the membership of the
Phoenix Committee on Foreign Relations (PCFR) to serve as President
for the next two years. 

PCFR is Arizona's premier foreign policy organization, dedicated to
growing Arizona’s global prominence by providing forums that
explore critical foreign policy issues and build enduring international
connections. There are over 500 sustaining members, and the
Committee hosts approximately 60 events per year with renowned
foreign policy experts – including last year, Dr. Robert Satloff,
Executive Director of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy,
who Luke initially met through the Gabr Fellowship.

LUKE WENZ, 2022 FELLOW 

INTERVIEW WITH....

MOHAMED HASSAN, 2022 GABR FELLOW 

Mohamed Hassan is a digital marketer. He is currently Art Director
at Dentsu Creative, which is one of the largest advertising agency
networks globally. Mohamed also founded Elkhan Studio for digital
solutions, which offers one-stop solutions for any startup requiring
photography, branding, or packaging. 

Additionally, Mohamed is a talented performing artist – he sings, acts,
and does voiceovers. He is currently an active member of the Cairo
Celebration Choir (CCC), which offers a variety of performances all
over the world. 

Expanded expertise and skills
Valuable insights and practical experience
Networking and professional connections with the Fellows and the experts

Yes!

Soft power
Increase in economic activity 
Strengthened political dialogue 

Yes, especially in politics.

Professional development essential!

1) What are the 3 most important takeaways of your 2017 Gabr Fellowship
experience?

2) Would you visit the US again?

3) What 3 things can make Egypt-US bilateral relations stronger?

4) Did the program in Egypt and the US bring new knowledge to you?

5) How would you describe the Gabr Fellowship program in three words?
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1.) The new docudrama about ancient Egypt's Queen
Cleopatra drew some criticism from Egyptians stating that the

feature was appropriating their culture and rewriting their
history, primarily because Cleopatra is portrayed by a Black

woman in the film. Do you agree with this criticism?
 

Yes - 46%
No - 35%

I don't know - 19%
 
 

2.) Do you think the US Federal Reserve will resume raising
interest rates in the coming months?

 
Yes - 54%
No - 24%

I don't know - 22%
 
 

3.) Do you think that what the Israeli Defense Forces are
doing in the West Bank are war crimes, since they have killed

over 160 Palestinians, including 27 children?
 
 

Yes - 74%
No - 6%

I don't know - 20%
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

QUESTIONS OF THE MONTH: 
A PULSE OF THE GABR

FELLOWSHIP COMMUNITY
 

As the Gabr Fellows enter into leadership roles—in business, diplomacy,
government, finance, and more—they will continue to grapple with significant
challenges, magnified by an increased pace in technological advancement, the
potential for ramped up global inequalities, and changes in governance and
economic structures. To better understand the pulse of the Gabr Fellowship
community and to begin to articulate substantive dialogue, the Foundation polls
the Fellows each month on the key issues facing their respective countries and
the global community at large.
 

Stay tuned for next month’s 'questions of the month' where the Gabr
Fellows’ take on current events, as our community of future leaders
consider the most pressing challenges of today and tomorrow.
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The European Parliament’s
Foreign Affairs Committee
called for the EU to help the
International Criminal Court to
prosecute Israel for war crimes,
in a resolution on EU-
Palestinian relations on
Tuesday.

The resolution said that the
committee “regret[s] the limited
progress on the ICC infestations
in war crimes and crimes against
humanity committed in the
occupied Palestinian territories
and commit to help the ICC and
its prosecutor move forward
with the investigation and the
prosecution.” 

MEP Evin Incir of the Swedish
Social Democrats, the
rapporteur for
recommendations on the EU’s
relations with the Palestinian
Authority, spearheaded the
measure, which passed with 41
in favor, 24 opposed and nine
abstentions. It is scheduled to go
to a plenary vote in July.

The members of the European
Parliament also expressed
concern against what it claimed
were Israeli “punitive measures,”
such as withholding funds from
the Palestinian Authority and
limiting construction in Area C,
in response to the PA petitioning
international legal forums. The
funds were, in fact, frozen in 

European Parliament
committee calls for
war crimes charges
against Israel

By Lahav Harkov

Jerusalem Post,  June 2023

Disclaimer: The views presented
in this article are the author’s
alone and do not represent the
opinion of the Foundation. 

8

response to the PA’s policy of
paying terrorists, and the
limitations on Area C
construction were in response to
Palestinians' construction
without the required permits,
some of which were funded by
the EU.

The committee also called to
“consider targeted EU measures
specifically addressing
settlement expansion in the
West Bank.” 

The legislators repeatedly wrote
that the EU should ensure the
enforcement of Brussels’
policies of excluding Israeli
products from Judea and
Samaria from the EU-Israel Free
Trade Agreement and of
labeling settlement products as
not from Israel.

More broadly, they said that
“the principle of legal
differentiation between the
territory of the State of Israel
and the territories occupied
since 1967 is applied consistently
to the full scope of EU bilateral
relations with Israel.” 

They called for the release of “all
political prisoners,” which would
include members of EU-
designated terrorist
organizations, such as Hamas,
the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine and
Palestinian Islamic Jihad.

The MEPs also “regret the
unilateral decisions of some
states to recognize Jerusalem as
Israel's undivided capital and
move their embassies.” Three
countries have moved embassies
to Jerusalem so far - the US,
Guatemala and Kosovo - and
Hungary plans to be the 

first EU member state to do so,
though it has yet to set a date.

At the same time, they sought to
have the EU treat Jerusalem as
Palestinian and “work towards
the reopening of Palestinian
institutions in annexed East
Jerusalem; host regular meetings
with Palestinian officials in East
Jerusalem and support their
engagement in the political,
economics social and cultural
development of East Jerusalem.”

The resolution also called for
closer ties between Brussels and
Ramallah in the form of an
Association Council, a high-level
dialogue meant to strengthen
relations between the EU and
non-member countries. 

Incir called the
recommendations a “historic
decision.”

“Palestinians have lived under
occupation for more than 50
years,” Incir tweeted. “[The] EU
must strengthen its cooperation
with the [PA], help the people
and act to end the occupation.
[The] PA also has a
responsibility to promote
[democracy] and reforms.”

 
To read the full article, 
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ABOUT THE FELLOWSHIP
Launched in 2012, the Gabr Fellowship programme helps to connect and build
constructive relationships between future leaders between the ages of 24 and 35.
Each year, the Fellowship consists of 20-24 Fellows, half of which are men and
the other half women, with an equal distribution between participants from the
United States and Egypt. The Fellowship also accepts applicants from Jordan,
Lebanon, France and the United Kingdom. Fellows represent a variety of sectors,
including the arts, law, finance, tech, non- profits, and entrepreneurship – both
business and social.

The mission of the Fellowship is to promote greater mutual understanding by
building bridges between the two cultures by instigating dialogue and the
exchange of ideas between emerging leaders from the United States and Egypt.
Together, they explore one another’s cultures, political realities, business trends
and their goals for the future.

In addition to engaging in deep
discussions with key stakeholders from
both countries in business, government,
academia, religion, science, tech and
finance, all Fellows are invited to form
multinational teams to complete an
action project. These projects empower
the Fellows as inter-cultural
ambassadors, amplifying the
Fellowship’s reach and impact.

2022 Gabr Fellows at the National Defense University with
the NDU's President, Lt Gen Michel Plehn

Ultimately, through hands-on activities, rigorous discussions, cultural site visits,
and the collaborative action projects, the Fellows have a greater understanding of
both countries and become part of an international cohort dedicated to building
a more equitable and peaceful world.

The Gabr Fellows have acquired a greater understanding of both Egypt and the
United States and the challenges faced by both communities. Having served as
cultural as well as linguistic ambassadors to one another, they then return home
to play the role of diplomat, introducing Egyptians and Americans to a people, a
culture and a future never before explored in this way.

Together, they are creating the legacy of 'The Gabr Fellowship': an international
cohort dedicated to pursuing cooperative, collective solutions to their regions'
most pressing issues.

Gabr Fellows take on the Pyramids
 

Gabr Fellows with Major General Mohamed El Keshky,
Egypt's Former Assistant Minister of Defense
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SUPPORT THE FOUNDATION
The Shafik Gabr Foundation invites you to invest in the future and partner with
the Foundation using one or more of the following means:

Sponsor a Fellow - Individuals have the opportunity to nominate a Fellow and if
selected, sponsor their participation in the Gabr Fellowship. Sponsors will be
recognised in all Foundation publications, marketing materials, and at all events.

Corporate patron - Corporations can nominate Fellows for participation in the
Fellowship Foundation and sponsor their participation on a company-wide level.
The company will be listed in all publications, the logo will be presented on the
Foundation’s homepage and be given visibility at all events in the United States
and Egypt.

Unrestricted support - A general operating grant can empower the Foundation
to continue to invest in innovative platforms to facilitate ongoing dialogue
between the East and West. From new technologies to expanding the programme
to more countries and a greater number of participants, the Fellowship can
create a broader multiregional impact.

To support the Foundation, visit
https://www.eastwestdialogue.org/fellowship/how-to-support/ or 

Gabr Foundation 
Reading Corner
The Foundation Reading Corner encourages Fellows to
critique the books that have been recommended to them in
each issue. For this issue, Mr. Gabr recommends A Little
History of the United States by James West Davidson and The
Earl and the Pharaoh: From the Real Downton Abbey to the
Discovery of Tutankhamun by The Countess of Carnarvon.

How did a land and people of such immense diversity come
together under a banner of freedom and equality to form one
of the most remarkable nations in the world? In 300 fast-
moving pages, James West Davidson guides his readers
through 500 years, from the first contact between the two
halves of the world to the rise of America as a superpower in
an era of atomic perils and diminishing resources.

In The Earl and the Pharaoh, the Countess of Carnarvon tells
the thrilling behind-the-scenes story of the discovery of the
tomb of Tutankhamun on its centennial, and explores the
unparalleled life of family ancestor George Herbert—the
famed Egyptologist, world-traveler, and 5th Earl of Carnarvon
behind it—whose country house, Highclere Castle, is the
setting of the series Downton Abbey.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO OUR 
 JULY FELLOWS!

 
 

Shoruk Essam
2016 Gabr Fellow 

July 12
 
 

Katie Hagan 
2022 Gabr Fellow 

July 11
 
 

Imane Higazy
2016 Gabr Fellow 

July 12 
 
 

Crawford Horan
2022 Gabr Fellow 

July 7 
 
 

11

Noha Eid 
2013 Gabr Fellow 

July 1 
 
 

Chaza Abou Daher
2016 Gabr Fellow 

July 2 
 
 

Sarah Derdowski
2014 Gabr Fellow 

July 21
 
 

Charles Truxal
2018 Gabr Fellow 

July 25 

Jean Kwon
2017 Gabr Fellow 

July 25
 

Youssef El Toukhy 
2016 Gabr Fellow 

July 27 
 

Menna Eltouny 
2022 Gabr Fellow 

July 24

Abdelrahman Amr 
2017 Gabr Fellow 

July 13
 

Hunter King
2017 Gabr Fellow 

July 20
 
 

Lauren Ziegler
2018 Gabr Fellow 

July 21
 
 

Lukas Wenz
2022 Gabr Fellow 

July 1 
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Connect with us

THE GABR
FELLOWSHIP

 
Monthly Newsletter

For more information on the Shafik Gabr Foundation and its 
East-West: The Art of Dialogue Initiative, 

please visit the website https://eastwestdialogue.org/
 

For earlier itineraries of the program, please see the previous years’ reports at
https://eastwestdialogue.org/fellowship/brochures/

Ludwig Hans Fischer, The Khamsin
Oil on canvas  

The Shafik Gabr Collection

info@shafikgabrfoundation.org 
https://www.eastwestdialogue.org/

 
The Shafik Gabr Foundation

444 North Capitol Street NW, Suite 840, Washington, DC 20001
7 Hassan Al-Akbar Street Cairo, Egypt, 11571
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